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Rating Relevance of Non-Financial Risks  

Failures in managing non-financial risks such as governance and 
financial crime risks often result in fines, penalties and remediation 

costs. This report assesses an entity’s vulnerability to these non-
financial risks, how early we should act on signals, a nd how much 

weight to attribute to individual external data points in evolving 
governance situations.  

In many emerging markets, our operating environment 

assessments capture heightened jurisdictional governance and 
financial crime risks. In developed markets, jurisdictional risks tend 

to be lower, and idiosyncratic governance and financial crime risks, 
which can be more difficult to spot in complex organisations, have 
tended to be less material to ratings than other considerations.  

Fitch Ratings believes that continued focus on qualitative 
governance rating considerations remains important in a forward -

looking rating framework. The impact of misconduct and financial 
crime already matters beyond just the initial dollar amount of a fine 

for a bank. Industry experts have indicated that remediation costs 
are 12x greater than the amount of the initial fine.  

Likely to Become More Ratings Relevant 

Public authorities, consumers and ESG-aware investors are 
increasingly conscious of the social impact of the institutions they 

do business with and less tolerant of transgressions. Consequently, 
governance and financial crime risks – along with associated 

financial penalties and indirect business costs - are likely to become 
more ratings-relevant. 

Conclusions from Analysis of Case Studies 
• Fitch’s analysis of three recent high-profile case studies of 

developed markets banks, using Sigma data, shows that we  
are broadly capturing the risks.  

• The timing and magnitude of a potential governance-related 
rating actions depend on Fitch’s view of trends leading up to 

an event and an entity’s capacity to remediate. Early  
warning signals will not necessarily result in rating actions, 

but a pattern (or aggregation) of relevant news-flow and 
data makes a potential rating action more likely. 

• Provided there is sufficient public news-flow and data, 

technology and algorithms can facilitate data screening and 
thereby assist in evaluating unfolding governance risk in a 
rated entity.  

• Most of the time governance is a low-risk, low-influence  

rating factor for banks in developed markets. But sometimes  
it can be critical, and increasing intolerance of 
misdemeanours means its importance is likely to increase.  

• In many emerging markets, jurisdictional risks already weigh 
on ratings.  

This report refers to Sigma Ratings, a New York-based 
data and analytics firm in which Fitch Group owns a 
minority stake. Sigma uses artificial intelligence and 
machine learning to distil publicly available data into 
structured, organised, non-financial risk typologies and 
event types to enhance client oversight for financial 
crime.  

Fitch used Sigma as a source for ex-post ‘lessons 
learned’ reviews as its scanned data is categorised and 
stored in one place. We may consider using Sigma’s data 
and other external expertise going forward to spot 
trends. 

Related Criteria 

Bank Rating Criteria (February 2020)  
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Fitch’s Governance Assessment 

The traditional governance elements such as transparency , 
ownership and organisational structure are primarily captured in 

Fitch’s Company Profile and Management & Strategy assessments. 
We aim to identify structural weaknesses that expose entities to 
governance events and potentially higher credit risk.  

Fitch also evaluates banks’ exposure to the wide range of 
regulatory, legal and compliance risks through an assessment of the 

business lines and jurisdictions they operate in. The Operating 
Environment and Risk Appetite assessments are also key elements 

in our analysis. Strong controls might mitigate operational risks, 
including financial crime and misconduct risks.  

Furthermore, we consider drivers for outperformance relative to 

peers as this is often linked to higher risk appetite, but it could also 
be an early warning sign for governance weaknesses.  

 

Fitch considers public and non-public information from a broad 

range of sources in forming our rating assessment. Interaction with 
issuers and market participants is important as we seek to identify 
misconduct risk or substantiate allegations of misconduct.  

Fitch’s ratings do not capture fraud (see Event Risk section on p. 95 
of Fitch’s Bank Ratings Criteria) and other factors that are 

externally or internally triggered (e.g. a change in law or a change in 
strategy, respectively). However, where we have indications of 

heightened fraud risk, e.g. if a company failed to obtain a clean audit 
or where material related party lending raises concerns, we would 
factor that into our ratings.  

The rating impact of a negative governance event or an entity’s 
vulnerability to it is also determined by the rating level of the issuer, 

its materiality and ratings headroom. A governance event might not 
have a rating impact if the issuer’s rating is already low due to other 

rating factors, but weak governance would be captured in Fitch’s  
Environmental, Social and Governance Relevance Scores (ESG.RS ) 

which are observations on rating decisions and highlight potential 
weaknesses or strengths in any of these factors.  

Financial Crime Risk 

The key elements of financial crime risk usually contain money 

laundering, providing financing to sanctioned entities, terroris t 
financing or other illicit activity.  

Understanding the potential risk associated with these activities 

begins with understanding the inherent risk of the entity, such as 
where it operates, what products and services it offers and who is 

associated with the entity (e.g. customers, shareholders , 
management). This is typically covered under our Operating 
Environment, Company Profile and Risk Appetite assessments.  

This inherent risk must be considered alongside what the entity is 

doing to combat it. These factors include governance structure  
(considered under Management & Strategy), systems and control s  

(also considered under Risk Appetite) to be able to understand the 
deficiencies more deeply, and whether an entity has remediated 

possible issues or simply continues to allow bad behavior to 
continue.  

Timeline Analysis 

Fitch reviewed three banks in developed markets whose credit 
ratings or Outlooks were ultimately impacted as a result of 

governance and financial crime risk. We manually reviewed the 
three banks in Sigma’s web-based platform for historical event 

details. With the benefit of hindsight, we considered how Fitch 
might be able to make use of the data in a platform such as Sigma’s.  

Moving the Trigger Events Forward 

Significant regulatory announcements on misconduct, which often 
conclude with a fine, create new facts and can serve as rating trigger 

events. This is because they are conclusive and based on new 
information. They prompt the re-assessment of non-financial risks 
as well as an assessment of the financial impact after the event.  

The Sigma terminal gathers potential early-trigger events and 
news-flow into one convenient location. However, their rating-

relevance depends on Fitch’s interpretation and judgement to 
differentiate less material noise and remediable shortcomings from 

events that can genuinely and materially affect an issuer’s 
creditworthiness and rating. 

Fitch is keen to reflect trigger events in our ratings as early as 

possible. An early notification on a regulatory inquiry or adverse 
media story could serve as strong evidence of concern on the part 

of the authorities or of an underlying problem. It would be 
actionable if we could overlay it with an informed view of the 
allegations’ potential merits.  

Analysts may be aware of investigations or allegations, but they 
may be less familiar with the technicalities of a specific allegation or 

investigation, or they may perceive potential issues as isolated and 
individual events instead of a series of events pointing towards a 

more comprehensive trend. Specialist information aggregators and 
risk assessors like Sigma might only partially solve this in a ratings 

context, but using such data systematically could place individual 
events into perspective.  

That said, there may be cases where allegations, regulatory or legal 

action are motivated by other considerations and that what appears 
to be a trend was coincidence. There are also likely to be 

jurisdictions where weak regulatory and legal frameworks and 
different media priorities result in under-reporting publicly of 
governance and financial crime flags.  

Furthermore, some automatically generated warning indicators  
may lead to more ‘false positives’ than others, depending on the way 

they are configured. For example, Sigma’s scanning for, and 
classification of, politically exposed persons (PEPs) is intentionally 

very wide (for example including individuals who have worked 
previously at supervisors or in commercial banks with state 
involvement).  

Relevant Rating Criteria Factors for Fitch’s Banks 
Analysis 

• Operating environment 

• Company profile 

• Management and strategy 

• Risk appetite 
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As a result, it flags individuals that Fitch does not believe represent 

a governance risk from the perspective of being vulnerable to 
undue government influence. Sigma’s PEP classification is likely to 

be of more use in a ratings framework in jurisdictions with a weaker 
regulatory framework and corresponding degree of oversight. 

Similar Patterns 

A key lesson learnt is that initial investigations usually extend into 

other areas and they often reveal further weaknesses which require  
continuous attention. 

Furthermore, initial allegations, once followed up by the 

authorities, will usually lead to fines and findings. Fines have so far 
not threatened large banks’ viability. Large banks usually face 

challenges from reputational factors, and longer-term profit 
pressure from strategy adjustments, funding cost risk-premiums  

and remediation. Other indirect and less measurable elements 
include potential damage to the franchises, distractions for 
management, and fluctuations in the stock or debt prices. 

The urgency to change or overcome control deficiencies has been 
addressed by regulators appointing teams that report on the banks’ 

remediation progress, as was the case at e.g. HSBC Holdings plc 
(A+/RON/a+) and Standard Chartered plc (A/RON/a). These banks, 

like others, were subjected by the authorities to multi-year 
compliance monitoring, which highlights the importance of robust 

remediation and suggests limited tolerance for future governance  
missteps.  

A medium-sized or small bank may materially suffer from a fine and 

potentially “jump to default” if a banking licence is withdrawn , as 
was the case for Banca Privada d’Andorra in March 2015.  

Three Case Studies 

The three recent cases for which we provide a more detailed review 

in this report all have slightly different elements to them and 
illustrate the different ways in which the use of companies like 

Sigma as an early warning tool can be valuable for credit analysis. 

 

They are: 

• Commonwealth Bank of Australia (A+/RON): AML issues 
domestically through ATM deposits; a series of technology  
events pointed to operational risks early. 

• Wells Fargo & Company (A+/RON): sales practices and 

internal fraud; above-peers profitability, moderate fine but 
regulatory asset cap; remediation has taken time. 

• Danske Bank (A/RON): AML failures in its Baltic operations;  
home and host regulators involved. 

The ultimate impacts from these scandals on banks’ reputation and 
financial profile are always hard to quantify at the time when the 

first signs of the allegations come to light. This uncertainty was 
initially reflected in Fitch’s ratings on these entities with Negative 
Outlooks.  

As Fitch concluded that its view of risk controls for Wells Fargo was 
too high, we lowered our ratings in October 2017 ahead of being 

aware of the full financial impact. All three entities remain rated in 
the ‘A’ category, and their IDRs remain on Negative Outlook, to 

different degrees now also due to headwinds stemming from the 
coronavirus pandemic. 

 

  

The Case of Banca Privada d’Andorra: 

In March 2015, the US Department of the Treasury’s Financial 

Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) named Banca Privada 
d’Andorra, whose IDR Fitch had rated ‘BB+’ at the time, as a 

‘foreign financial institution of primary money laundering  
concern’, and proposed measures against the bank, cutting it off 

from the US financial system. The bank very quickly suffered 
severe difficulties in its basic functioning after FinCEN’s  

allegations and Fitch downgraded it to Restricted Default eight 
days after the allegations. 
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Timeline 1: Commonwealth Bank Australia 

Between 2012 and 2015, CBA (A+/RON) failed to report more than 

53,000 suspicious transactions to authorities on time. Australia’s  
financial crime authorities (AUSTRAC) commenced court 

proceedings against CBA in August 2017. They found that CBA’s  
ATMs allowed for large anonymous deposits to CBA accounts. CBA 

has linked the failure to a coding error in its computer systems and 
a software error in the bank's smart ATMs. In the same month, 

Australia’s prudential regulator (APRA) launched a prudential  
inquiry into CBA’s broader governance , accountability and culture.  

Fitch first commented on Australia’s banks’ potential misconduct 

issues on 7 April 2016. The first time we commented specifically on 
AUSTRAC’s legal action against CBA was on 18 August 2017, which 

was followed by a comment on the potential reputational  
challenges to the system or individual entities from the Royal 
Commission on 30 November 2017.  

Two highly publicised key regulatory events in this case, to which 
Fitch’s actions were linked, also appear on Sigma’s terminal. The y  

occurred on 3 August 2017, when APRA started its inquiry, and on 
1 May 2018 when it concluded that CBA was misconducting and 
had contravened the AML/CTF act in multiple occasions.  

Fitch revised CBA’s Outlook to Negative on 6 May 2018 adjusted 
our view of the bank’s risk appetite as well as management and 

strategy when the final prudential report revealed that CBA’s  
shortcomings were more widespread than we had previously 

incorporated into our assessment. Fitch identified findings of 
systemic failure by the August 2017 inquiry as a downgrade  

sensitivity in February 2018. However, we held on to the 
assumption that the incidents were isolated. 

While inquiries into the sector were ongoing, Fitch affirmed CBA’s  

IDR at AA-/RON in February 2019 on the expectation that the bank 
will maintain its strong company and financial profiles. The  

Negative Outlook reflected ongoing remediation challenges. 

Remediation remained on track and Fitch affirmed CBA’s IDR again 

in January 2020 with a Negative Outlook as the bank still had to 
embed most of these changes in the organisation. Fitch’s ESG.RS  

score of 5 for CBA’s governance structure highlighted 
shortcomings in the bank’s oversight of operational and compliance  

risks. CBA also had an ESG.RS of 4 for customer welfare risk , 
reflecting conduct and culture issues. 

Fitch downgraded CBA in April 2020 on coronavirus risks and kept 

the Outlook Negative. We said that CBA's franchise did not appear 
to have been impaired by its remediation of conduct-related issues, 

which was a key reason for the Negative Outlook at the previous  
rating level.  

Sigma’s event log shows an extensive history of technological issues 

for CBA, which might have already pointed towards heightened 
operational risks. The technology events in 2014-2016 shown in 

the below timeline appear to be of limited significance in 
themselves, but they could have been leads for further 
investigation.  

That said, CBA has been generally accepted as a market leader in 
technology implementation, and, while similar outages were  

occurring across most banks in the system, CBA gets reported on 
more frequently than others regardless of severity.  

What conclusions could have been drawn from Sigma data in 
hindsight? 

• The benefit of analysing events/incidents holistically rathe r 

than as isolated events, e.g. assess if the technology events 
are indicative of broader operational issues. 

• Consider whether the buildup of events (eg technology) is or 

is not consistent with Fitch’s expectations on operational  
and governance controls. 

• The involvement of various authorities, including the  

prudential regulator, points towards the depth and 
significance of the issues and limited future tolerance.
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Timeline for Commonwealth Bank of Australia 

 

Source: Fitch Ratings, Sigma Ratings 

Technology 
Even t 
CBA  an nounce 
overhaul of its 
legacy core 
bankin g 
systems

Technology 
Even t
CBA  CIO 
revealed  b ank 
experience 700 
outages per 
year

Techn olo gy 
Even t
CBA experience 
outage in  
systems

Techn olo gy 
Even t 
CBA  hit 
with system 
glitch

Fitch Affirms 
CBA AA-/
Stable
No mention of 
co nduct and 
Co mpliance
 issu es as ratin g 
factors.

Cyber 
Security 
Even t
CBA  s tech 
vendor 
experience 
significan t 
data breach

Fitch on AUSTRA C s 
legal action against 
CBA

FitchWire on 
Misco nduct 
Inquiry.

Fitch Affirms CB A
AA-/Stable
Co nduct issues viewed  
as isolated cases, risk
man agement framewo rks
deemed as robu st.
Findin gs of  systemic
failure could  p ressu re
CBA  s ratings. 

Fitch Revises C BA s
 Ou tloo k to Negative, 
Affirms at AA-
Sensitivity to dow ngrade:
If remediation  lead s to
subs tantial weakening 
in  its financial
profile an d franchise.
Aff irmation: strong
franchise, s ound
finan cial prof ile

Fitch Affirms CB A at  
AA-/Negative
Sensitivity to dow ngrade: 
Weaker p ro fit, if 
shortcomings were 
id en tified in  o ther risk 
co ntrols
Aff irmation: strong 
franchise, s ound 
finan cial prof iles

Fitch Dow ngrades 
CBA to A+/Negative
Due to Coron avirus 
Risks. 
Co nduct-related 
Issues and remediation  
did not impair franch ise

Fitch Affirms CB A at AA-/Negative
Co nduct-related issues an d remediation 
still  discussed, with mo st dif ficult 
implementation  s teps still  ahead

Legal
Senio r CBA IT 
Exec charged 
in  multi-million  
dollar b ribery 
scand al b y F BI 
and NSW 
police

Other
CBA  board  
director in 
ch arge of ARC 
co mmittee at 
Tabcorp 
scrutinized by 
AUSTRAC for 
AML/CFT
breaches

Fitch on Miscond uct 
Risks

Institutional 
Scandal 
Justice Ministry 
announ ced CBA  
was utilized by 
in ternational 
crime syndicate

Regulato ry 
Event
Govern ment 
accu sed CBA 
of widespread  
AML/CTF 
breaches

Regulato ry 
Even t
AUSTRAC 
pub lish es  580-
page statement
on CBA s AML 
scand al

Regulatory 
Event
ARPA pu blishes 
progress 
report in  
misco nduct

Regulatory 
Event
Au stralia  s 
regu lator and 
Treasurer slam 
CBA  s 
govern ance, 
acco untability 
and cultu re

Regulatory 
Event
ARPA pu blishes 
final repo rt in 
misco nduct, Hit 
with AUD1bn 
capital ch arge

FitchWire on pressure from Ro yal 
Co mmission.

FitchWire accomp anying sp ecial 
report on vio lating sanctions, 
AML and  A TF  rules.

FitchWire accomp anying 
Peer review – in clu ding 
co mmentary on cond uct
and compliance

2008
2020

28 Apr 08

28 May 14

18 Jun 15

1 Aug 16

6 Mar 17

20 Jul 17

18 Aug 17

30 Nov 17

22 Feb 18

6 May 18

14 Feb 19

6 May 20

7 Mar 15

24 Dec  15

7 A pr 16

21 Apr  17

15 Aug 17

1 Feb  18
3 A ug  17

30 Apr 18

1 May 18

2 Oct 18

19 Nov 18

4 Mar 19

31 Jan 20
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Timeline 2: Wells Fargo & Company 

Wells Fargo & Company (WFC, A+/RON) was fined USD185 million 

in September 2016 for creating as many as two million fictitious 
accounts. The root cause was top-down pressure from executive 

management for branch employees to cross-sell as many accounts  
as possible. For years, WFC was touted as a consumer bank which 

outperformed competitors in consumer profitability due to record 
numbers of accounts per customer.  As far back as 2013, there were  

media reports on the high-pressure culture at the bank and reports  
of abuse, which culminated in the City of Los Angeles filing a lawsuit 
against the bank for fraudulent practices.  

Fitch had consistently highlighted WFC’s above-average 
profitability as a key rating driver. In a highly competitive banking 

environment a bank’s ability to consistently outperform peer 
performance metrics in the absence of any obvious unique  

competitive advantages, combined with turnover in community  
banking roles and media reports chronicling the aggressive culture  
of the bank, might have served as a red flag. 

Fitch’s downgrade of WFC’s IDR to A+/Stable on 3 October 2017 
reflected the view that WFC's earnings profile would be diminished 

from historical levels and that improved risk governance and 
controls will take longer than anticipated. While WFC has taken 

numerous steps to address the poor sales practices issues which 
drove the Outlook revision in October 2016, it has also since been 

revealed the bank identified governance and control weaknesses in 
other parts of the business, including the origination, servicing, 
and/or collection of indirect consumer auto loans.  

Fitch views additional risk control and governa nce weaknesses, 
namely regarding the CPI policies, as outside of the agency's 

expectations, and supportive of the lower risk-appetite rating, 
which includes risk controls.  

The Outlook revision in October 2016 reflected potential damage 

to the firm's franchise and earnings profile from regulatory actions. 

Fitch viewed the ensuing reputational damage, risk oversight 

failures, impact to its selling practices, and the resulting effect on 
earnings as much larger negative rating issues than the actual fine. 

Fitch stated that, while this issue was not new, as it was first 

reported by the media in 2013 and the Los Angeles city attorney  
filed a suit in May 2015, the breadth of the issue was surprising and 

appeared to be a significant breakdown in what it had viewed as 
solid risk management infrastructure. This was captured in WFC’s  

high ratings prior to the events (AA-/Stable, 5 October 2015). Fitch 
assumed that WFC's greater immunity to risk management failures, 

and lack of outsized legal charges that have plagued the bigger 
banks, came from its long-tenured senior management team and 
strong corporate risk culture.  

In Fitch’s first commentary on the topic on 19 September 2016 
Fitch also commented on the retirement of WFC’s Community  

Banking business line in mid-July 2016, however, did not attribute  
this to prior reports around WFC’s cross-selling culture. 

Fitch maintains ESG.RS of 4 for both management and strategy and 

governance structure, which indicates that these factors are 
relevant to WFC’s credit rating, but not currently a key rating 
driver.  

What conclusions could have been drawn from Sigma data in 
hindsight? 

• Analyse performance in light of the build-up of governance  
risk events and high turnover, and reference to cross-selling  
culture  

• Consider potential broader implications of leadership 
change  

• Oversight failures across businesses can be much larger 
issues than the actual fines 
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Timeline for Wells Fargo & Company 

Source: Fitch Ratings, Sigma Ratings 

Institutional 
Scan dal
The Los A ngeles 
Times alleges a 
push y cros s-selling 
cu ltu re at Wells 
Fargo and  
widespread reports  
of abuse

Institutional
Scandal
Wells Fargo
faces in tense 
scrutiny for its 
aggressive 
cross-selling 
cu ltu re.

Governance
Man y 
in vestors do 
not know 
how  WF 
generates 
performance

Leadership 
Ch an ge
Head of 
Co mmunity 
Banking to  
resign

Leadership 
Ch an ge
Wells Fargo 
promotes 
in vestmen t 
bankin g 
execs

Institutional 
Scan dal
EO defends 
bank's 
cu ltu re

Fitch Affirms WFC at 
AA-/Stable
Main sensitivity: Failure 
to  maintain earn ings 
above peers. An y 
material outsized  legal, 
regu latory or 
operational-related 
ch arges may adversely 
impact ratings.

FitchWire on C ross-
Sell Strategy
No immediate rating 
impact fro m the fine, 
Fitch views the ensuing 
reputational d amage 
and impact to WF C s 
Selling practices as  much 
larger is sues than th e 
actual fine.

Fitch Revises the
Ou tloo k o n WFC  to 
Negative, affirms IDR 
at AA-.
Reflects potential 
damage to the firm's 
franchise and  
earn ings profile 
following
recent regulatory 
actions regarding
improper 
unauthorized 
acco unt op enings.

Fitch Dow ngrades
WFC  to A+/Stable.
In Fitch 's view 
WFC's earnings 
profile will be
 diminished  f rom 
historical levels, 
improved risk 
govern ance and  
co ntrols w ill  
take lon ger than 
anticipated. 

Fitch Affirms 
WFC at  
A+/Stable.

Fitch Affirms 
WFC at
 A+/Stable.

Fitch Affirms
WFC at  
A+/, revises
Outlook to 
Negative
Significant 
headwinds from 
co ron aviru s 
pandemic

Product
WF launch es 
new 3%  down 
mortgage 
produ ct

Merger 
Acqu isition
WF buys 
An alytic 
Investors

Institutional 
Scandal
NYT ou tlines 
illegal practices

Institutional 
Scan dal
WSJ  alleges  
high-pressure 
sales cultu re 
at WFC

Regulatory Event
Wells Fargo Ban k, N.A . 
fined of USD185m fo r 
th e w idespread illegal 
practice of secretly 
opening unauth o-rized  
deposit and credit card 
acco unts .

Regulatory 
Event
CEO testif ies 
at U.S. Sen ate 
co mmittee

Institutional 
Scandal
Former h ead of  
retail d ivision paid 
back USD47.3m 

Regulatory 
Even t
OCC tightens 
oversight, 
alters 
September 
agreement

Institutional Scandal
WFC paid USD575m 
to  s ettle claims th e 
bank violated state 
co nsumer protection 
law

Legal
DOJ  expands WFC 
in vestigation to 
wealth management

Leadership Chan ge
2 bo ard memb ers who  w ere 
sch ed uled to testify to congress 
in  the af termath of the fake 
acco unt scan dal have resigned

Legal
WFC failed to abid e to 
legal settlements with 
federal regulators and
misled  lawmakers

Legal
City of Los Angeles a lawsuit again st 
Wells Fargo accusing them o f pressu ring 
its retail bank employees to co mmit 
fraudulent acts — such as open ing
cu stomer accounts without their 
approval — in  o rd er to meet the 
co mpany s aggressive cross-selling 
goals.

21 Dec 13

5 Oct 15

15 Dec 15
12 Aug 16 6 Sep 16

13 Sep  16

19 Sep  16

4 Oct 16

3 Oct  17

27 Sep  18

16 Dec 19

22 Apr 20

4 May 15

24 May 16 8 A ug 16

8 Sep 16

16 Sep  16
22 Sep  16

19 Nov 16

13 Apr 17

16 Mar 18

28 Dec 18

5 Mar 20

9 Mar 20

2013 2020

30 Jul 16
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Timeline 3: Danske Bank 

The rating trigger event when Fitch revised the Outlook of Danske 

Bank (A/RON) to Negative was the bank’s release of the findings 
from a law firm’s investigations into Danske’s Estonian operations, 

which were accompanied by statements by government officials 
which quantified a potential fine.   

In March 2017, Sigma identified risk events suggesting issues 

associated with Danske Bank, and its Estonia Branch, that could 
have indicated a heightened vulnerability to a regulatory finding, 

while also being helpful in focusing investigations and analysis. 
Sigma identified adverse media exposure associated with the 

allegations and details of the scandal, recurring leadership changes, 
legal actions, and formal announcements of investigations and 
regulatory action. 

Even so, Danske maintained rating headroom at the unchanged ‘A’ 
level. The key rating drivers all have mid-points of ‘a’, with the 

positive outliers of company profile, risk appetite and funding and 
liquidity at a+. Similarly, in the current environment with 

coronavirus-related economic shocks, Fitch affirmed the rating at 
‘A’.  

The report on the non-resident portfolio of Danske’s Estonian 

branch released on 19 September 2018 confirmed that there were  
serious deficiencies in the bank's control framework. However, a 

large part of the non-resident clients was not yet investigated and 
sanction screening was not yet complete. Fitch’s rating sensitivity 

focused primarily on the financial consequences and the size of a 
potential fine. Non-financial factors including the potential 

negative consequences on the bank’s franchise and management 
and strategy were also discussed.  

The rating affirmation with Stable Outlook that preceded the rating 

trigger event by just six weeks positively highlighted the bank’s 
strengthened risk appetite framework. We recognised that in 

recent years the bank had invested heavily in strengthening its 
corporate governance framework, including adding a substantial 

volume of staff dedicated to anti money laundering activity. 

Fitch since affirmed and maintained the Negative Outlook on 2 July 

2019 and on 19 June 2020, maintaining the previously identified 
sensitivities, which included a material fine. Fitch has maintained its 

'4' ESG.RS score for Governance Structure for Danske given that 
legal risk from a large fine remains elevated and drives the Negative 

Outlook but only together with the economic fallout from the 
coronavirus outbreak. 

Sigma’s risk indicators as of September 2020 continue to highlight 

risk flags at Danske Bank under Sigma’s framework. This is 
indicated through risk flags for operating in high risk jurisdictions  

(trade relations with Russia, Bangladesh, China) as defined by 
Sigma’s country risk model. Sigma also flags a number of Danske’s 
directors as PEPs under its framework.  

However, this is a product of the intentionally wide scope of Sigma’s 
framework and Fitch does not consider them to be a source of 

governance risk. The platform also shows recent adverse media 
coverage related to its debt collection system and potential 

overcharging for investment products suggesting that Danske still 
has matters to address as it works on strengthening governance and 
oversight.  

What conclusions could have been drawn from Sigma data in 
hindsight? 

• Balance recent strengthening of corporate governance and 
controls with all legal, management and regulatory risk  
events 

• Consider whether earlier risk events and lessons learned 
from other cases support the allegations’ potential merits 

• Consider improvements in risk framework and AML staffing 
in the context of risk events / trends shown on the timeline 
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Timeline for Danske Bank 

 

Source: Fitch Ratings, Sigma Ratings 

Pre 2017 details,
 including the 
acquisition of 
scandal associated 
Sampo Bank, and a 
report on an illegal 
North Korean arms 
trade customer, 
can be found when 
performing a 
historical analysis 
within the Sigma 
platform. 

Fitch Affirms 
Danske A/Stable
Key rating drivers: 
Strong franchise, 
capitalisation and 
healthy funding 
and liquidity. 
Improvements in
 risk management 
noted, no reference 
to misconduct or 
ALM allegations.

Institutional 
Scandal: 
Azerbaijani 
Laundromat 
Investigation 
released by OCCRP, 
thousands of 
transactions 
2012-2014

Legal:
Announcement 
of French 
authority 
investigation

Regulatory Event: 
USD2m fine 
Danish regulator

Leadership 
Changes: 
CFO & Wealth 
Head resign & 
board restructuring 
announced

Legal:
26 bankers targeted 
in criminal complaint 
file in euro-zone by 
US citizen

Fitch Affirms Danske
 A/Stable
Positively reasessed risk 
appetite to a+, too early 
to assess implications
from investigations on 
2007-2015 transactions. Key 
negative sensitivities: Highly 
material fine, weaker funding 
access.

Fitch Affirms Danske 
A/Negative
Outlook reflects potential 
pressure on franchise, 
management and strategy, 
capital and funding.

Governance:  
Danske created 
new fraud and 
cyber crime 
team

Fitch Affirms 
Danske 
A/Negative
Maintain outlook 
sensitivities: 
Capital depleting 
fine, loss of 
franchise strength, 
weaker funding

Fitch: Danske 
A/RWN
Reflecting hightened 
pressures from 
Covid-19 given 
moderate ratings 
headroom

Institutional 
Scandal [2]:
Money Laundering 
allegations, including 
detailed warning from 
British law firm 
concerning money 
laundering through 
Danske Bank as early 
as 2013

Leadership 
Change: 
Hiring of new 
Compliance 
Incident 
Management 
Head

Institutional 
Scandal: 
Estonian
 authority 
dissatisfaction, 
injunction issued

Regulatory 
Events: 
Estonian 
investigation 
announced & 
FSA Copenhagen 
announces 
displeasure

Institutional 
Scandal:  
Details Danske 
knew of 
laundering 
emerge

Leadership 
Changes: 
Head of 
Compliance 
role turns over 
In 9 days

Leadership 
Change: 
CEO Resignation
Regulatory Event: 
Potential fine of 
USD630m 

Governance:  
Denmark 
started formal
 investigation 
into 
Danske s 
external 
auditor E&Y, 
which was  
dropped 
May20

FitchWire on AML 
Scrutiny 
on Nordic Banks, 
positive for European 
banks as it addresses 
past shortcomings and 
reduces litigation risk. 
EBA investigated 
Estonian and Danish 
authorities 
responsibilities, 
improve coordination.

Leadership 
Changes: 
New CEO
New CFO

Fitch Affirms Danske
 A/Negative
Reassessed headroom 
as sufficient o absorb 
expected pressure on 
asset quality, earnings 
and capital. Material fine 
remains a sensitivity.

Legal:
64 investors 
join existing US 
lawsuit
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About Sigma Ratings  
Fitch has engaged with Sigma and tested its terminal over the 
course of a five-month period. Its entity event log, which employs 

artificial intelligence and machine learning, scans categorises, and 
contextualises meaningful financial and non-financial risk events at 

entities and in jurisdictions. It has the capacity to be a useful 
information source when assessing non-financial risks as part of a 
rating process.  

Sigma scans and analyses entities against data collected from more  
than 1,000 structured sources, and 30,000 news sources. Its  

technology assesses factors ranging from jurisdictional risk to 
personnel risk to associations risk. Sigma organises these into 12 

non-financial risk indicators and 18 risk event types that are specific 
to financial crime and governance risk analysis.  

The 12 risk indicators, primarily based on mapping static and 

(regularly) recurring data against entities, provide an instant insight 
into a specific type of risk that exists for an entity at any point in 
time.   

The monitoring of entities is more specifically addressed by the 
Sigma technology that maps entity news and related data changes 

to the 18 events (see details below) that Sigma identified as relevant 
in the financial crime risk context, with tailored alerts allowing a 

user to stay on top of risk developments as they happen.   The 18 
events are driven by international best practice in financial crime  

compliance and common policies of financial institutions, and 
historically have been indicators for an increase in potential illicit 

activity (i.e. fines, or investigations) or organisational issues 
associated with remediation of illicit activity (i.e turnover in key 
leadership roles).   

Sigma also assesses country risk. Sigma’s country risk provides top 
line scores on over 260 countries and territories and sub-scores in 

the categories of financial crime, regulation, geopolitical and 
corruption risk. The country scoring (highest to lowest) and 

percentile rankings contain factors that Fitch also assesses as part 
of its bank operating environment analysis. Despite the overlaps, 

Sigma’s focus on non-credit country risk factors may provide  
additional information.  

The Sigma terminal does not create news in itself. It collects and 

condenses public news and filings. In the event there is no news, 
Sigma will still provide updates of structured data changes (outside  

of news) such as change in corporate ownership, increased 
exposure to certain jurisdictions, etc. that suggest a possible 
increased vulnerability of a company to non-financial risk.  

Governance and Credit Related Sigma Events 

Each event is dated and presented in chronological order, and also 

colour coded to indicate negative/neutral and positive direction. 
Out of the 18 risk events Fitch believes that there are four 
categories that are most relevant to credit in banks: 

• Regulatory events: an event that indicates a regulator has 
done something to an entity, e.g. fine, conviction.  

• Institutional scandals: adverse events that do not involve a 
regulator or government. 

• Governance: a major change in procedures or lapse of 
effectiveness of governance. Creation or dismantling of a 

committee, allegations of fraud, corruption, personal  
dealings, conflicts of interest, poor accounting practices , 
failure of audit. 

• Legal: any legal action that is not a regulatory event.  

 

Many of these events might be highly publicised and covered 

through regular surveillance. The event log might however be 
useful for monitoring global entities for which it is more difficult to 

keep track of these events given the multiple jurisdictions they are 
active in. Sigma’s technology picks up English language news  
sources globally.  

Timely notifications about leadership and shareholder changes 
could also be among the more relevant signals if they are specifically 

linked to financial crime and misconduct themes. Other Sig ma-
relevant events include product changes, location changes, 

operational changes, M&A, subsidiary changes, brand changes, 
credit score/rating change, cyber security and technology events, 

and divestments. If an entity experiences many of those, taking 
them all together, they could indicate heightened vulnerabilities 
and we could assess if our views still hold. 

The event list is currently chronological, and grouping and filtering 
according to certain types of trigger events are future  
enhancements that Sigma plans to offer 

 

The Sigma Terminal 

• Provides relevant structured and unstructured data in 
one place 

• Offers country risk assessments that specialise in 
financial crime risk 

• Entity specific information contains Sigma’s risk  
indicators and a news flow categorised by risk event 

Sources: 

• Public data 

• Regulators, authorities, law enforcement agencies, 
companies, trade records 

• Corporate registries, offshore leaks database, PEP and 
sanction lists 

• News media 
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